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DOP DOP SALON
Established in 1996, Dop Dop Salon has
become a mainstay in NY’s SOHO. As a
renowned hair salon and performance space,
its 4,000 square foot loft atmosphere provides
an open and creative approach to hair artistry.
Dop Dop is known for treating every guest
with talent, respect and extraordinary
customer service. In partnership with L’Oreal
Professionnel, the salon’s team members are
worldwide educators trained in the most
advanced techniques and product lines such
as Kerastase, Shu Uemura, Redken and
Mizani. You can also catch DopDop’s work
on the pages of most fashion magazines, on
the red carpet and backstage at New York’s
Mercedes Benz Fashion Week. DopDop.com
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